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-4-deformation the levels (nm-T. t'•o-fold degenerate) are described in terms of a new set of quantum numbers indicated by the indices 1n the margins • 'rhe origin of these numbers wUl not be described here (see Ref. 2) other than to .define formally the nomenclature. At high deformation the projec-· tion of the particle angular momentum, j, along the nuclear symmetry ax.ie becomes a good quantum number, and this number, o, 1s the observed spin in the absence ot rotational motion. The parity is designated ( +) or (-) and depends ·upon the ~or odd character of the principle q~antum number, N, the total number of nodes 1n the wave function. The numerical value ot N is the first integer 1n the brackets and corresponds to the osclllator shell qf the shell model. The second number in the brackets is n , the number of nodal. planes .
. z perpendicular to the symmetry aXis; and the third number is A, the component of the orb1 tal angular momentum along the symmetry axis. We will also refer from time to time to the quantum number, K, ,.,hich represents the proJection of the nuclear spin, I, on the symmetry axis. ·For low-lying states, ·K and n should be equal, and in the following discussions we use the two Jl&Ore or lees interchangeably.
It should be pointed out that for a particular state 1 tb:ese asymptotic quantum numbers are tully descriptive only 1n the limit of high deformation.
The absence of 11 purity" of these quantum numbers is ·not of con~ern here because (a) we shall nc>t be dealing with the consequences of their impurity as they apply to tre.nsi tion selection rules, and (b) >?e are confining our attention to cases of large deformation ''here these nu.m'bers do serve as the best means of labeling different states.
An example will serve to shov; how· this system of nomenclatUre operates ..
and its application to spe~U'1c ass1gtm~ents. Consider the proton states desig-. r.ated 5/2¥ [642] and 5/2-[523] which lie close to each other at a nuclear def'ornation described by 5 !! o. 25 . (Author referencestbr the assignments of these orbitals to the particular nuclear states will appear later in this paper.) By counting from proton number· 82, 1 t is seen that these levels come in at approxi- [6.24] are f'?Ufld in Pu 2 hl. and cm 245 (see Table 1 ), ana tlle S~a<::i.ngs ·betw-een these levels are ·Sini:U.ar 1 as . m1gi:rt;. be e~-pected beeause the enea-gies o'f these. orbi:tals have a rather flat depen~ on nuclear deformation (see Fig. 1 or Bit 24 5 (spins 5/2 and 3/2). From these data \fe conclude that the spin and parity of the 39'+-kev level is 7/2-or 9/2-, \vith 9/2-somewhat more likely (see Fig. 1 ). An alpha-.gamma angular-distribution measurement was made to distinguish between these two choices, 41 diagram :ls shO\m in Fig. 2 , and the 8ummary of a,aeignments? in Table 2 . Actinium (proton number 89).. It should_ perhaps be pointed out at the start that the lack of apparent rotational structure in ~e actinium (and, for that matter, the -protactinium) isotopes has for some time been noted, and initially \-Te 'felt that these isotopes were outside the region of stable spheroidal ..
· deformation an~ could not b~ described by the strong-coupling approximation of the unified nuclear modaL We h;we recently concluded that this absence of simple rotational bands· is probably due rather to the many anomalous K c 1/2 rotational bands in"this region, and the inrtuence Of these bands through rotational-particle coupling o~ the K = 3/~ and ·even in some cases, the K = 5/2 bands in this vicinity. The assignments made for the actinium (and protactinium) isotopes are based on this conclusion, and therefore are perhaps some,-<hat leas certain than those made-in region~ 1-Tb.ere the unified ·nuclear model is certaiiily applicable. The ground-state spin of Pa 2 3J. has been measured as 3/2 and that for Pa 2 33 is deduced to be the same f'rom the deeay .properties. Each is probably the I = 3/2
• member of the K :; l/2 band, 1/2· {530), wh.ieh has already been mentioned in the In fact; very often a rough intensity measurement of the photon 1s sufficient for identifying the transition unambiguously as El. 'l'hree isotopes of neptunium, 
